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We had twenty-five people* experimenting first hand the 
market's life and engaged in the heritage of these two 
places. They received, thanks to Newham Heritage, a 
voucher to spend at our local markets. That provided 

Newham Poetry Group had the honour to join Newham 
Heritage Month 2021, and in line with this year’s theme, 
we decided to organise a series of online and in person 
events to celebrate two of the most iconic markets around 
Newham.

Queen's and Stratford's Markets are ones of the most 
vibrant and diverse places in Newham in terms of history 
and stories; both have witnessed the quick development 
of the areas. Our project, 'Creative Shopping around 
Newham Markets' celebrated both people and places, 
and the narratives that have shaped the history of 
Newham. 

During March, we hosted four online sessions exploring 
archives, history and heritage. From these exchanges a 
growing number of people shared their interest in joining 
our creating shopping experience in person. 

participants not only an opportunity to buy things but, 
more importantly, it people the chance to build 
relationships with sellers and neighbours. The project 
engaged an audience in a fun, creative 'shopping' 
experience that led them to learn more about our local 
markets.

Facilitating this experience during Newham Heritage 
Month project has sparked a lot of thoughts, reflections 
and ideas. Art helps residents to see beyond personal 
differences, appreciate each other's skills and celebrate 
the contributions people want to offer to their 
neighbourhoods. Community groups are local based 
resources where each resident can bring skills and their 
uniqueness to support our collective well-being. Topics 
that have been portrayed as elitists or difficult to access, 
like heritage, are more approachable through artistic 
activities.

Newham, where we are based, is a mosaic of cultures, 
languages and backgrounds where it could be difficult to 

Creative activities overcome language barriers and cultural 
differences when based upon open and honest exchanges 
between participants. Creativity is a language in itself and 
when used in a safe and welcoming environment it can be 
a bridge that connects our differences and acknowledges 
our similarities. It became clear that people love to know 
more about heritage and through our project people had 
the opportunity to explore it in a friendly way.
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find a welcoming place. It can be confusing and easy to 
become isolated or to create groups where 'the other' is 
not welcomed. However, by finding what we have in 
common we can see beyond our multiple identities and 
find a place where we are acknowledged and celebrated.

One of the highlights of this process has been to realise 
how much people are willing to meet, share and connect. 
In my opinion, residents are exhausted of projects that 
approach them as consumers and don't allow them to take 
an active role in the development of initiatives. Welcoming 
people into the process certainly impacts the pace but 
makes any outcome more valuable increasing people’s 
sense of ownership and belonging.

Participants enhanced with their imagination their every 
day exchanges and uncovered some of the market’s 
hidden treasures .Spontaneity, playfulness and curiosity 
have been key in this exploration while adapting to the 
rhythm of these unsettling times.

Newham Poetry Group founder 
Sonia Quintero

The poetry group is a shining example of the diversity of 
our borough in action, of taking on a project and instilling 
resilience and character, of making a change and giving 
hope to some of the most vulnerable in our society. Poetry 
is a universal language without borders and barriers; it has 
many dialects but connects to the very essence of the 
human soul. It expresses the raw emotions of love, 
passion, anger and wonder. It is both liberating and awe-
inspiring and it captures the very best of the human spirit.

Notes

Poems have not been edited and solely express the 
author’s feelings, thoughts, opinions and perspectives. 

All poems in this booklet are inspired in Queen's and 
Stratford's Markets, its stories and visual material.

www.newhampoetrygroup.com

Acknowledgements

Thanks to Newham Heritage Month 2021 for supporting 
our creative initiative

Newham Poetry Group

* Government guidelines were followed at all times. People did their 
shopping individually. All participants were local and based at walking 
distance from the markets.
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Away from busy road

MARKET STORIES – By Agness Kowalska ( H'agne )

The eastern flank of Green Street

There's open cave-like structure

Good place to have your tea break
Somewhere to wander off
When striking juicy colours
Are what you're hungry for

Veg labyrinths & coves
I enter endless fruit lanes

Whatever takes my fancy
What am I looking for ?

With hidden market stalls

Grapes ! Apples ! Aubergines ! Berries !

A slice of watermelon

Away from busy road

  

The eastern flank of Green Street

I quench my thirst with plums

There's open cave-like structure
With hidden market stalls 

Spinach ! Pineapples ! Limes ! Lemons ! 
All sorts of green, shades of yellow

Sweet cherries, bathed in sun

Pink & blue reds, purple fairies
                                                                            

Fruit-hunting Fridays, Tuesdays

Fruit festival of awe

I gently fill my bags

Temptations on every corner

The stalls have gone quiet

Community spirit 
Engagement on strife

For money & time

Were beaming with life

The sounds, smells & colours
The feelings of joy

THE OLD HALLS OF GREEN STREET 

Today the Queen's Market
Is more of a ghost

The old halls of Green Street

For maxing up senses
There was so much up

I dance on every stall

I mix & match & bargain

My vegan dreams are fantastic

Can't wait until I get home
Assemble all my finds

By Agness Kowalska ( H'agne )

Unbeatable value

All faces are masked

Where are all those smiles 
Nostalgia now grips me
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In constant rat race, expectations
Disturbing thoughts, fears, revelations
Peace is not easy to come by

Self-doubt, self-hate & self-rejection
Breaking bad spells & anathemas

CONFIGURATION - By Agness Kowalska ( H'agne )

Peace is a creature of deep silence
Moments of love that overwhelm us

It is obscured by inner fight 

Peace is the height of crystal insight
When things make sense, there's no more distance
The world feels right & well connected
And ever present is acceptance

And there is nothing out of line
Everything is a part of life
And everything belongs to me
And I belong to everything
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Shopping in Queen's Market - By Agnieszka Dryjas

The stalls bent 

handing him money.

jumped happily into my bags.

I laughed and laughed more

under the weight of fruit and veg,

some were tired from working hard,

just for a lovely smile.

came closer and licked his mouths.

but he quickly gave me advice

'Have a penny or even a few,' I said to him

as the boxes shook as if the earthquake came.

fat fish, frozen and fresh.

He was not sure about the price,

of vibrant colours,

coming from the stallholders.
I looked at their faces,

The fruit and veg must have heard me too

I was in awe 

some happy and looking super smart.
I looked at the eyes of a young seller.

myriad of choices,

I laughed and laughed hard
till I was heard in the whole crowd.

The old seller said, 'It is such a shame.'

as the pile of plump tomatoes

vivid voices

A man wearing rags

to buy 4 strawberry boxes instead of 3

passed on from father to son, 

Respect for hard-working hands, 

encouraging people to buy

gulping two beers. 

The picture of Queen's Market - By Agnieszka Dryjas

Tradition of trading

serving people, 

bonding and pride,
thriving community, 

beautiful memories of stalls

The chap bowed and said, 'Cheers.'
Then I saw him around the corner

from old days
etched on tender hearts. 

smiley faces of stallholders 

Dancing dust on the ground, 

tucked behind the busy stalls.

and will forever
keep in my heart. 

goodies of the best quality. 

This is the picture of the market
and pitter-patter of the rain. 
Hustle and bustle, chit-chat 

bent roofs of shops

I love, the picture I carry 
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Morning busses going in all directions, 

Rushing people, 

reaching unknown destination. 

Some souls oblivious 

to work, 

A bit more relaxed, 

to what will happen, 

more people getting on 

No teachers, no kids commuting 

stuck in the heavy traffic.

plodding along the street

with colourful shopping from Stratford stalls. 

people catching the final breath, 

racing thoughts in their minds. 

a bit slower after sleepless nights,

where beautiful market life blooms. 

dragging their bodies

Midday busses going in all directions. 

at this time of the day. 

from hard work, 
restless souls

hands, red and swollen 

The night busses going in all directions, 

Stratford memories - By Agnieszka Dryjas

prolonged waiting, sleepy eyes,
tired bodies from busy life. 
Hearts hurt by the past, 
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Argument in Stratford Market - By Agnieszka Dryjas

cheering up people going back home.

impatient, packed with school kids, 

stop, time for lunch break
when hungry drivers 

prepared by loving hands of their wives. 
will eat the sandwiches

Then they will take a nap. 

Afternoon busses going in all directions, 

Market life petering out, empty boxes, 
tired sellers closing the day business. 

Lazy wheels of the busses

filled with their jokes and loud laughter. 

Dancing flowers in the wind 

the shouting was heard. 

in his or her salad
will be strong and healthy. 

On the stalls 

I am not telling you lies. 

Spring onion stretched 

'I am the best,' she shouted

screamed and yelled. 

and added, 'Who puts me

enraged, pushing each other
Vegetables, red in the faces, 

her beautiful green legs. 

Look, at the wilting spinach
nobody wants to buy.' 

The spinach burst into tears. 

Mr Kale came to cheer him up,
'Hey, mate don't be silly. 

you are loved by kids and their parents too. 

Her giggle filled up the air. 

But I will tell you something, my lad. 
I am afraid, I am tastier than you,'

Everyone knows 

You make people' s bodies immune and strong. 

then he licked his mouths. 

and pressed his round belly
he stomped his feet

'I am the most 

his long head. 

He winked his eyes,
'Not as sweet and cute as me,'

' I am much tastier and humbler.

in scorching heat. 

Then the beetroot yelled, 

every kid,' he proudly shook 

against the wooden bowl. 

' You must be kidding, '

Tomato cut in,' Not as tasty as me.'

growled the cucumber, 

I quench people's thirst

That I am the best knows
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Let's jump into the bowl 

On hearing that 

the veg argument, so she 
stepped in, 
'Shame on all of you

with each other. 

and make a beautiful salad

kale, tomato, cucumber, 
beetroot and me.'

The stallholder

can hide yourselves,' 
his cheeks reddened. 

The onion overheard

to argue and compete 

Look at all the veg, 

powerful veg, all of you 

they are your sister and brother. 

of spring onion, spinach, 

they all jumped into the bowl. 

mixed and served as a salad
to a hungry boy, Bob. 

peeled them and chopped, 
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To our modern needs

This old school market

Imaginable food

The sound of friendly but firm voices

Unfold before me, penetrating their

A piece of history

Booming their stalls' prices penetrates

Nostalgic and homely

OUR MARKET 
By Hektor Ozyrys Tristan Kowalski-Abi-Enyioko

A buzzing hive of life                 

Ancient it may be
But it is still like
Human, adapting

MARKET 
By Hektor Ozyrys Tristan Kowalski-Abi-Enyioko

This old school market

Jam-packed with every

My hearing, ''2 bowls, £1!'', ''3 bowls £1.50!''
Rows upon rows of fruit and vegetables 

Vibrant colours in full-bloom
The scent of every imaginable food
Wafts its way into my unsuspecting nostrils

And the music filling the market's air
With people laughing and children playing
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Sunset, you shelter my memory

Their essence was captured in this breeze

I review those photos

greeting my day and flourishing in surprising adventure

Their eyes full of inspirations and curiosity guided their 
success.

What about those people that continued their ways?

I revived the test of salt coming from those blue seas

that I inhalated and strengthen my life.

and keep my secrets to the infinity.

MEMORY WHERE ARE YOU? by Isabel Rodas

DANCE WITH NO BORDERS by Isabel Rodas

Fly around hundreds in the salon
Soft, delicate and energetic seduce them

With the salsa and bachata rhythm

My spirit left my body

I go smiling and stepping without kill my Peruvian stamp
We touch our bodies without race and language barriers
All of us are connected in one new national spirit

This is the rhythm of being humans
With not discriminations;
only happiness to be connect.

That shattered millions of lives

Queen's… a shell of what it once was

THE EFFECT 
By Hektor Ozyrys Tristan Kowalski-Abi-Enyioko

The silent, invisible killer

Countless businesses

Eerie spaces remind us of the stalls
Which once resided within these walls
Familiar faces that once sold food
Vanished into the shadows, have gone for good
The loving laughter, the blaring music
The joyful aura which held this market together
Replaced by a deathly silence
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surrounded by the peace of the night asleep on the sea,

In the present; perfuming your body and your desires.

Poem - by Isabel Rodas

The immense and beautiful night calls us

His footprints are intense
because intense was their meeting.

In the present; but with a past that revealed to you the 
fortune of life

Now they gaze at the flirtatious moon and its stars,

In the present; approaching the lips that whisper to the 
new dawn.

Our courage leaps to new challenges
And the trails open, but I don't dare.
I am not alone, the lanterns shine in the distance.

Those cunning, who saw the sun go down
the reds of the sky sparkle in his eyes.

hoping to see you uninhibited, free, given to life.
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Stratford Market - By Mirta Osorio

can lead us to its outdoor market,
taking our worries away for a while.
 
Yes, you can buy fresh fruits and vegetables,

Walking through Stratford

all sorts of foods from different countries

Local street markets are good for different reasons;

and in London we live in a multicultural society

 

That scenery in Stratford
 

 

and help the small industry sometimes run by families

Tourists usually love visiting local markets

Besides, you interact with people in the stalls

and many other things you can find in a market.
 

you can hear different accents

reminds me of the street markets in my home country 

and if you are lucky you get some smiles.

where you can also find foreign goods.

you promote interaction between sellers and buyers

which adds a special touch to the scenery.
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reminds me of the street markets in my home country 

and if you are lucky you get some smiles.

where you can also find foreign goods.

you promote interaction between sellers and buyers

which adds a special touch to the scenery.



Mr. Rashan told us his dad used to sale clothes and 
pajamas.

All stalls are gone now.

Stratford Market - By Olga Sokiosky

teens fighting, West Ham fans celebrations, Christmas 
lights on, church bells ringing, homeless crisis,  skaters, 
BMXers, dancers and bored locals taking root. 

I sat at the Chinese stall...food was delicious.
Then, I remembered it used to be a busy place.
I bought my umbrella, my mum's bag and my colourful 
jewelry here.  

His eyes have seen so many things  during these years;

Mr. Rashan is positive and he told me, whispering in my 
ears; 'I have seen the sun gone down many times but there 
is always a new sunrise, good times will come back again'
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You've heard of Florence Nightingale,

Or did she fill them up with perfumed smells?

His body in his home was laid to sleep,

Which she would take along on every trip.
She kept them in a pouch bound to her hip,

But did she keep them to make art,

Well, let me tell you all the truth,

The Truth of Florence Nightingale - By P. T. Corwin

But did you know that she collected shells?

To decorate a Christmas card?
Did she intend to give them to a child
That it may know the beauty of the wild?

What did she do with all those shells?

If you believe me without proof:
For you must know that Florence was
A ninja, using shells as throwing stars.

Say Where the Soul of Percy Shelley Lies  
By P. T. Corwin

Where did my love, poor Percy Shelley, go?
I have his ashes, where his soul is I don't know.

Yet shall his spirit always roam the ocean deep.

Soar to the heavens, there to rest in silent peace?
Dear Percy, love, wherever you may be,
I hear your suffering in the rushing waves and trees.

Oh, shall I never see his ghost be free,

Hephaestus, yours shall be his frame alone.
Poseidon, find his soul and guide him home.

My paper is now full with fruits and vegetables, my pen 
smells like turmeric and garlic.

Now I carry a shopping bag full of recollections, all from 
The Queen's Market.

But stories were hidden

colourful dresses, strong smelling 

Other hundred or thousand times I will walk again around 
this place.

Behind dirty walls, small stalls

Thousand times I have crossed it

Hundred times I walked around here

Queen's market – By Olga Sokiosky

New eyes will contemplate the scenes as old memories 
have been unfold.

Behind hard hands, loud voices

But stories were hidden 

kind words and generous bowls 

I am writing a poem and the stanzas rhyme as an Eastern 
song.
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It's a big book Dad

With the interesting things.

The next time in the library.

Look Dad my picture of our playground at school
Look I have coloured in our green ground mat

FOR THE ARCHIVES - By Peter Ladman 

Peter, says Dad

And kicked the ball onto

Hey You. Says the man

And read it out to the class.

And all in their shapes

Who collects interesting things?
Shall we go and see the lady

Look Dad. My last colouring in book.

Look Dad what I have brought for her to see.

Next time we are in the library

The Window of this man's new car.

Look Dad here is my latest story

Dad you said we could see the lady

On my brand new car.

And the colours of our school uniform on all the children 

And over all these pages,

Its about two little boys

Why don't you look out

Who kicked their ball about in the street

At what you are doing?

Look at all my colours

Mrs Green said it's a good story

Look at the dirty ball mark
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Of people in the community 

With the collection of interesting things.

Um well let's see says Dad.

To be within my collection of

Next time at the library. 

Look how many pictures I've coloured in.   

And ran away.

Um says Dad.

Dad you said we could see the lady

She will be pleased won't she Dad?

Who keeps a collection of interesting things?

Dad I've brought along more interesting things.
For her to see.

At my school.
Well here is my picture of the playground,

Here is my last filled in colouring book,

Boy, who went into the ice cream shop

Shall we go and see the lady,

Oh yes Dad, says Peter.

Interesting things

Its all about what happens when the police come.

Dad, Look. Here is my story about the little

Next time at the Library.

For the lady with the collection.
Here is my drawing of the playground
At school   

In my bag 

Mrs Green read it out to the class.

Dad. See what interesting things I've got

Um yes says Dad.

Says the archivist.

Thank you…thank you 

Um thinks Dad, 
Doesn't it?

Around us.

To see the picture of this fly tip.

Um not sure of Peter's other things.

The Archivist might be real glad

So typical of what we have to see

For all the things Peter
Has brought for me to see.

I want creativity from all ages

When you annoy someone.

Would like to read it out.

I planted and watered

Boy says to the man….

No. No. You go and say sorry

I can't see a dirty mark one little

Don't be so rude, I'll go and speak
To your father.

Says the father.
See. It's a good story Dad.
Its about how you should always
Say sorry

I am sure the lady who collects nice things

Look Dad look at this nice potato

In my corner of the garden,
Look Dad I have drawn the bed
In Mrs Jones's front garden.
Looks nice in her front garden
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And Dad can you let me take a photo

Around in the trolley at Sainsburys             

She'll find it yummy Dad.

Look of so many exciting things.  

Here is my picture of my bike…

Mrs Jones has in her front garden.

That's so typically contemporary.
In his drawing of the fly tip

Um thinks Dad, um the archivist might be

Here is the little story I wrote about

Mummy.
Here is one of the scones I made with

Our archivist is interested in so many things.

Here is my picture of the funny bits
Of a bed

The little boy who got lost while he moved

You know from your phone app thing?

Here is my last colouring in book

Interested.
Collection of contemporary children's objects.

Here is the funny hat I wore at Pauls party

Maybe particularly
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